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Introduction To Law And The Legal System
INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM provides an overview of law and the American legal system, using cases to support the major functions of U.S. law. Suitable for a variety of departments and courses, this text is known for its broad coverage, flexible organization, and use of cases to explain legal concepts.
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**Customer Reviews**

I've owned the 5th-8th editions of this book, and I cannot tell you how much I learned. Having an amazing professor helped. I wish the author used more photos and other methods of instruction, aside from direct reading, to make it more enjoyable for students; however, this is a top-notch book used in law schools, graduate schools, and undergraduate classes, and I highly recommend it for anyone trying to grasp American case law and legal terminology. I am now a former college instructor of Criminal Justice.

Reads fairly easily, while describing the complexity of legal cases and jargon. High cost of newest edition is understandable but unforgiving.

Cannot use with Windows 8, it is too small to read on my kindle fire so I would have liked to use the book from my pc. Can't.
I rate this book very low because I couldn’t receive the edition of the book which is the most important information about any book. I feel if you put the edition of the book in your information, it will better help your shoppers. Buying the wrong book can delay a student’s work progress in school.

Very well written and great selection of cases. Great even for law students to get a picture and even some details of a course you’re about to take.

This book is so informative, I am happy that my professor selected this text; it’s an easy read and has some very interesting cases enclosed.

This really helped me understand law better. Sure, the chapters were long, but it was worth it. I would definitely recommend this book.

The book arrived as described with minimal wear and highlighting. I requested a 2 day delivery date and it arrived as scheduled.
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